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CREATIVE 

with Derwent products



Today I’ll be using the Derwent Inktense Paint Pan Set Palette #01 to create 
a floral watercolour piece that’s perfect for spring. This is a simple afternoon 
project that anyone can do (and be successful with!). The Inktense Paint Pan 
Set is easy to use, and it’s compact enough to put in your pocket and pull out 
whenever creativity strikes, and you just have to get your paint on!

A floral piece like this one is a wonderful project for the beginner 
watercolour artist. The forms of flowers and leaves are so common that 
you can abstract them as much or as little as you like, and they will remain 
recognizable to your viewer. You can free yourself of the stress of ‘getting it 
right’. You don’t need to worry about painting a perfect flower; instead you 
can focus on the way the brush feels 
in your hand.

As you paint leaves and vines, think 
about the pressure that you apply 
to the paper. In one moment, you 
use only the lightest touch, just the 
delicate fine point of the brush; in 
another moment, you smoosh the 
belly of the brush across the page 
forming large leaves and petals.

CREATING SPRING CALLIGRAPHY

SPRING CALLIGRAPHY

Take inspiration from spring flowers that are starting to bloom to 
practice your calligraphy skills by creating a floral painting. Perfect for 
brightening up your house or add to the front of a 
card to brighten someone else’s day.

Artist Shayda Campbell shows you how she 
created this ‘bloom’ painting using our Inktense 
Paint Pan Sets in this simple afternoon project.



STEP 1
First, I started by mixing up a lovely 
dark green. The paint set comes 
with a palette in the lid as well 
as a waterbrush, so you really do 
have everything you need at your 
fingertips. I used the waterbrush to 
mix my colour and then I began my 
piece by painting some leaves on the 
page. I started with larger, basic leaf 
shapes and filled in the perimeter of 
my piece, leaving the centre blank.

 
STEP 2
Next, I added some more detailed 
botanical shapes. I used the palette 
to mix a slightly warmer green 
and painted smaller, finer leaves 
in different shades to create some 
visual interest.

SPRING CALLIGRAPHY



SPRING CALLIGRAPHY

STEP 3
After I had created a perimeter of 
greenery on my piece, I mixed up a 
deep violet and began to add some 
floral shapes.

If you are attempting a flowery 
watercolour like this one, keep in 
mind that the shape of a flower is 
a very vague thing. A flower rarely 
looks like the four or five petal icon 
that we see so often. A good swoosh 
of your waterbrush across the paper 
will produce an organic shape that 
will almost certainly look more like 
a real flower than that familiar set of 
petals. Adding the details of a stamen 
and/or a stem will help your organic 
flower to come to life.

STEP 4
I decided to expand my colour 
palette a little further and finished 
my botanical painting with a few light 
pink flowers and leaves. (Again, I left 
the middle area blank and just filled 
out the border).



SPRING CALLIGRAPHY

Enjoy

STEP 5
Finally, I used black paint and the 
waterbrush to write ‘Bloom’ in a 
brush script in the centre of the 
piece.

The waterbrush is a great lettering 
tool. You can easily add pressure 
for a thicker stroke or lighten your 
pressure to get those thin, delicate 
up-strokes. The waterbrush also 
makes it easy to attain that pretty, 
watery translucent look in each 
letter. I tried to make my letters 
opaque at the top and lighter 
towards the bottom. Having water 
in your brush makes it easy to add 
the right amount to the form of each 
letter and I think the result is quite 
pretty!

.

SHAYDA CAMPBELL
https://www.shaydacampbell.com/
https://www.instagram.com/shaydacampbell/
https://www.youtube.com/shaydacampbell


